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2-The outflow tract of the right ventricle, which leads to the pulmonary 
trunk, is the Conus arteriosus (infundibulum)

This area has smooth walls and derives from the embryonic bulbus 
cordis ; so , the two portions have different embryogenic origins .

So the right atrium’s job is only to collect the blood and then contracts to push the 
blood into the right ventricle whereas , the right ventricle’s job is to maintain the 
blood flow in one direction ( From the right ventricle towards the pulmonary trunk ) . 

Why it is important to have two rooms ( two portions ) of the right ventricle ??

This is because if we have one room for the blood to move in the right ventricle , the blood will re 
enter the right atrium ( as shown below )



But , instead we have two rooms , so that 
the blood enter the inflow portion (from 
the right atrium to the right ventricle )  and 
then it passes to the second outflow 
portion( From the right ventricle to the 
pulmonary trunk ) . How is this possible ?? 
By means of the muscular bands that 
separate the two portions . 

It is also called 
the inferior 
papillary 
muscle 

It is VERY important to 
know the directions of 
the papillary muscles 
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Remember that the right atrium lies posterior to the Right 
ventricle 

The interventricular or ventricular septum

septum (IVS) composed of :-
MUSCULAR & MEMBRANOUS parts

- is a strong, obliquely placed partition between the right and 
left ventricles
forming part of the walls of each. Because of the much higher 
blood pressure in the left ventricle,
the muscular part of the IVS, which forms the majority of the 
septum, has
the thickness of the remainder of the wall of the left ventricle
(two to three times as thick as the wall of the right ventricle ; 
This is because the right ventricle pupms the blood to the 
lungs , while the left ventricle pumps the blood to the whole 
body tissues ) 
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 -bulges into the cavity of the right ventricle.

So in a cross section of the ventricles you can differentiate between 
the right ventricle and the left ventricle according to :-

1- The thickness of the wall of the ventricle :
The left is thicker than the right 

2- The shape of the ventricle’s cavity :
The left has circular-shaped cavity and the right has almost a  
pyramidal-shaped cavity 

3- The bulging of the ventricular septum is into the cavity of the right 
ventricle .

We can 
say 
towards 
the 
atrium 

The majority of defects in the heart  
happen in the membranous part of the   
ineratrial and interventricular septa  .



If we have a defect in the inferior part we will have a blood shunt 
from the left ventricle ( high pressure ) to the right ventricle ( Low 
pressure ) , but if we have a defect in the superior part we will 
have a blood shunt form the left ventricle to the right atrium . 

3- Left Atrium 

Remember that we can reach 
the heart through the 
esophagus , without surgery or 
opening of the thorax  
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Remember we don’t have the trachea here since it bifurcated and ended in the plane 
between the superior and inferior mediastinum 

Remember that we have on the left of the esophagus we have the descending aorta .
  



Superior 
right and 
superior 
left

Inferior 
right and 
inferior 
left  

Why we called them veins , why ??
Because it carries blood to the heart 
Artery : a vessel carrying blood (regardless if it is oxygenated or 
deoxygenated ) towards the heart 
Vein :  a vessel carrying blood ( regardless if it is oxygenated or 
deoxygenated ) away from the heart
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4- The left ventricle 

The higher 
the 
pressure 
the 
thicker 
the wall 



Remember that we have in the right ventricle 3 papillary muscles 
( anterior , posterior or inferior and septal and we said that some of 
them could be inconsistent such as the septal one  and to a lesser 
extent the posterior and the most consistent is the anterior one .

But in the left ventricle due to the higher pressure you would expect 
to see 4-5 papillary muscle , but surprisingly we only have two 
papillary muscles BUT  these muscles are much larger than those of 
the right ventricle , so the number here is compensated by the size of 
the papillary muscles . 

You would ask here also why do we have  only 2 not more ??
It is not about the number its about the thickness , the 
design....etc .
You would appreciate why we have only 2 not 3 if we follow the 
blood flow inside the left ventricle . If we need another cusp we 
would take from the septum , if we do so we will close the 
entrance of the blood to the aorta , this is why it is BICUSPID valve 
not TRICUSPID valve . 
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In the right 
ventricle , we can 
see the rough 
and the smooth 
part of the 
ventricle 

But in the left ventricle , we 
can see the rough part only 
and we need to open more 
in order to see the smooth 
part 



VIP this cusp is subjected to two blood currents : the 
inflow current and the outflow current . 
And this cusp is more subjected to mitral valve diseases 
unless it is congenital ( if it is congenital the anterior  or 
posterior cusp could be affected ) 

Watch this video to illustrate the blood flow in the heart 

https://youtu.be/qmpd82mpVO4
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The entrance and the exit in 
the right ventricle are far 
away from each other , this 
is due to the blood current 

The entrance and the exit in the 
left ventricle are close to each 
other and this is also due to the 
blood current in this ventricle 
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